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I'm pretty certain I found the thing to fix my sciatica, knee and arthritis pain. I
may have mentioned that a friend suggested I be a guinea pig for liquid
biocell, an all natural formula docs are using to avoid hip replacement
surgery. It takes about 30 days of use before you notice it kick in, but I've
barely had any pain at all. Nothing. Kind of staggering, considering the
extent of my injuries. My doc said I have the spine of a 65 year old that's
been in multiple car accidents. This biocell that you drink (and tastes
yummy) creates your own hyaluronic acid, which lubricates joints. The side
effects: better skin. Fuller face & glowing skin, less wrinkles and a better
immune system. I started it during my pneumonia. Tons of Resveratol. As
you can see from the non retouched phone pix of yesterday's shoot, things
are working OK. If you're in the same boat and want to avoid pain killers,
surgery and get some nice anti aging benefits on the side, here's the link:
www.jusuru.com/aprilhunter It's cheaper to get it wholesale and buy a few
months up front...and WAY cheaper than surgery or drugs.
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Jusuru International, Inc.
Jusuru Life Blend is a liquid nutraceutical that promotes healthy aging, active joints,
and younger-looking skin. As the only liquid nutraceutical containing patent-protected
BioCell Collagen®.
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